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Abstract
When Miller introduced Forum he called it a specication logic rather than a logic
programming language In this paper we outline those features that create problems
in attempting to implement an interpreter for the language and describe solutions
to those problems We show how techniques used in the implementation of Lolli can
be extended naturally to Forum Finally we show two Forum programs in order to
demonstrate some of the paradigms that arise in using the language
 Introduction
Forum a fragment of Linear Logic introduced by Dale Miller in  is dis
tinguished by two key features First it is complete for all of Linear Logic
in the sense that Linear Logic operators that are not part of Forum can be
mapped to Forum by a provabilitypreserving translation Second a form of
goaldirected proof search as characterized by uniform proofs is complete
Historically logics for which uniform proofs are complete such as Horn
Clauses Hereditary Harrop Formulas and Linear Hereditary Harrop Formu
las have lead directly to realworld logic programming languages in these
cases Prolog Prolog and Lolli respectively 	
 In the case of Forum
however aspects of its design keep it from being directly realizable For this
reason Miller has generally referred to Forum as a specication logic rather
than as a logic programming language
This paper reports on the results of a year spent examining Forum from
the language designers point of view We discuss those features that cause
problems and alternatives for handling them In addition we discuss how
logical techniques developed to reduce nondeterminism in the execution of
Lolli programs have been extended to this setting Two example programs
demonstrating Forum programming paradigms are also presented

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 Uniform Proofs in MultipleConclusion Logics
The line between logic programming languages and theorem provers is drawn
by what sort of proof procedure is employed in proving a goal A logic used as
the foundation of a logic programming language must be such that a simple
predictable goaldirected proof procedure is complete for the logic In this
way programmers can predict the behavior of a program from the structure
of the clauses and goals they supply
The essence of goaldirected search has been captured in the notion of
uniform proof 	
 The original denition of uniform proofs which was made
in the context of traditional intuitionistic logic is that a uniform proof is a cut
free proof in which a sequent whose righthand side is not an atomic formula
occurs only as the conclusion of an inference rule introducing the principal
operator of that formula Therefore in searching for a uniform proof from the
bottomup when the goal is not an atom the action is to select the righthand
rule corresponding to the principal operator of the goal Lefthand rules are
used only when the goal is an atom Thus the structure of the proof is largely
determined by the structure of the goal A logic in which every provable
formula has a uniform proof is called an abstract logic programming language
To discuss logic programming in the context of multipleconclusion logics
such as classical linear logic one must rst to extend the denition of uniform
proofs to that setting In a multipleconclusion logic a uniform proof is one
in which whenever the righthand side which is now a multiset of formulas
of a sequent contains a nonatomic formula that sequent is the conclusion of
the introduction rule for the principal formula of one of those formulas
There is more than one way to specify what it means for uniform proofs to
be complete for a multipleconclusion logic The principle used in the deni
tion of Forum is that it must be possible to reduce the nonatomic formulas on
the right in any order That is for every proof  and for every subproof 

of
 and for every nonatomic formula occurrence B in the righthand side of the
endsequent of 

 there is a proof 

that is equal to 

up to a permutation
of inference rules and is such that the last inference rule in 

introduces the
toplevel logical operator of B 	
 Forum
Forum is a multipleconclusion linear logic in which formulas are freely gener
ated by the linear operators    

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 and  as well as the intuitionistic
implication operator where A B  AB The modal  is not included
directly in the logic Rather as was done in the case of linear hereditary Har
rop formulas the logic underlying Lolli an earlier intuitionistic linear logic
programming language 	 the intuitionistic implication is used to recap
ture the behavior of  without its permutability limitations In order to take
advantage of this idea the left hand side of a Forum sequent is broken into
two separate contexts The rst is the intuitionistic context which contains
formulas which can be freely reused or ignored thus they act as though they

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Fig  A variant of the standard proof system for Forum A refers to a possibly
empty list of atomic formulas The rule 
R
carries the usual proviso
were marked with the modal  The second is the linear context in which the
usual constraints of linear logic apply
Figure  gives a variant of the original proof system for Forum In this
system proofs are necessarily uniform since a sequence of lefthand rules will
always have an instance of one of the decide rules as its nal inference and
these apply only when the right hand side contains only atomic formulas The
proof that this system is complete for Forum follows directly from Andreolis
work on proof search in full linear logic 	
While Forum contains only half the operators of linear logic it can never
theless be considered to be complete for full linear logic since the remaining
operators can be encoded using the following equivalences
B

 B          
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Notice that the operators handled directly in Forum are exactly those that
Andreoli classied as asynchronous while those that are handled by encoding
are the synchronous operators 	
 Backchaining in Forum
The completeness of uniform proofs is the essential requirement for classifying
a logic as an abstract logic programming language However in rich logics
which admit complexly structured program clauses when the goals are all
atomic it may still not be apparent how to select a clause from the program
In Horn clauses this choice is always obvious The head of a clause is just an
atom which must match the single atomic goal under consideration The rich
structure of Forum clauses makes the choice more dicult In this section
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Fig  The backchaining rule for Forum
we show how to modify the Forum proof system so that clause selection is
reduced to multiset matching and is made explicit in the proof system
It is possible to simplify the proof system of Forum so that there is only
a single left rule called backchain This single rule captures the behavior of
all the left rules in the original system In addition it describes when a given
clause in a program is an appropriate choice to be used to attempt to solve
some of the atomic formulas in the righthand context and what goals will
need to be solved in their place This reduces proof search to a process of
selecting a clause that matches part of the current goal and replacing that
part of the goal with the body of the clause For the programmer this is a
natural and easily understood extension of Prologs execution model
Most of the behavior of the backchain rule is built into the denition of the
following set of triples Let D be a clause Dene kDk inductively as follows

h  fDgi  kDk

hIL fg  i  kDk implies hILi  kDk

hIL fA
Bg i  kDk implies hIL fAg i  kDk and hIL fBg i  kDk

hIL fxDgi  kDk implies for all closed terms t hIL fDx  tgi  kDk

hIL fA  Bg  i  kDk implies hI  fAgL fBg  i  kDk

hIL fA Bg  i  kDk implies hIL  fAg fBg  i  kDk

hIL fABg  i  kDk implies hIL fABg  i  kDk
Now dene kDk

 fhILAijhILAi  kDk and A is a multiset of atomsg
We can think of the third element A of a triple in kDk

as a true head
of the clause D during proof search the clause D may be used to backchain if
A is a submultiset of the atoms making up the righthandside of the current
sequent For example the set kab
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includes the triples h	 a fdgi
and h	 a fb cgi Since the clause can be seen as giving denitions for both d
and b
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c it can be used when either fdg or fb cg occurs in the goal In either
case removing the atoms in one of these sets from the goal it must then be
possible to prove a the body of the clause
Thus once a clause is determined to be an appropriate choice for backchain
ing proof search proceeds by replacing A on the right with the intuitionistic
ie ed and linear goals in the rst and second positions of the triple respec
tively This behavior is captured in the rule given in Figure  which replaces
the rules 
L
 
L





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








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

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




L
 
L
 and initial It is important to note that when
the set L of linear goals from the body of the clause is empty that is when
n   the rule can only be applied if A the head of the clause accounts
for the entire current goal context The soundness and completeness of the
modied system follows from permutation arguments

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 BottomHeaded Clauses and Synchronous Operators
The results presented thus far are somewhat paradoxical Miller showed that
Forum which is complete for linear logic admits a goal directed proof pro
cedure We have extended that result to show that backchaining is easily
dened Yet the work of others has shown that in a very precise and formal
sense theorem proving in linear logic is very hard How can these two sets of
results be reconciled
The answer is that the complexity of proof search has not been removed
but its entire burden has been placed on one mechanism the selection of
clauses for backchaining
In both form and function the encoding of the synchronous operators is
much like the traditional doublenegation translation of classical logic into
intuitionistic logic That translation moves formulas which might need to
be contracted over to the left where that rule is available The encoding of
synchronous operators moves formulas with such principal operators to the
left so that they do not interfere with the permutation of righthand rules
which is freely available for the asynchronous operators
But when formulas with encoded synchronous principal operators occur on
the left or when they occur on the right and their encoding is decomposed
they give rise to clauses of the form G   When is such a clause to be
selected Since its set of triples is fh	 G 	ig the backchain rule allows it
to be applied at any point that the goal context contains only atoms Thus
whenever we can backchain we can backchain on this clause Whats worse
in a language implementation in which selection is clauseorderdependent if
such a clause occurs in the intuitionistic context the interpreter will go into a
loop selecting that same clause over and over These problems were discussed
briey by Miller in the context of the original system 	
The encoding also adds overhead to computation as formulas are moved
back and forth across the sequent arrow as the perps are unfolded Compare
for example the following two proofs of the sequent a b 
 a  b The left
hand proof is in Forum using the encoding and the righthand one is in
ordinary twosided linear logic The rules marked BC

in the Forum proof
are simply decide

BC pairs with the use of decide

hidden
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It is true that the Forum proof is only slightly larger However experience
gained from the Lolli project has shown use that while  is not a component
of the core logic of that system either it is in practice one of the most com
monly occurring operators Even a small constanttime overhead in handling
this operator is likely to have a signicant impact on execution proles In
addition the encoding makes following the execution trace of a program more
dicult since it does not directly follow the programmers intuitive sense of
the behavior of the underlying unencoded operator
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One may observe however that the most problematic uses of the syn
chronous operators those that lead to a bottomheaded clause in the intuition
istic context correspond to constructs that have traditionally been avoided
in logic programming In particular existential and disjunctive clauses have
never been part of traditional logic programming languages Similarly the
other uses of bottomheaded rules that Miller proposed for example directly
encoding the cut rule for an intuitionistic object logic 	 seem outside
the scope of logic programming
Therefore an implementor could take the point of view that these prob
lematic uses should be eliminated entirely Only positive instances of  and
the synchronous operators would be allowed the result could be seen as Lolli
extended with arbitrary uses of

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
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
and positive uses of  and  This restric
tion would allow the interpreter to make a direct attack on the synchronous
operators rather than encoding them When they occur only positively they
can be handled either by adding the appropriate righthand rules to the logic
or as it has often been described in the case of Prolog and Lolli by using
higherorder clauses such as the following to dene their meaning
ABtensorAB  A  B
If righthand rules for the synchronous operators were added to the logic
then care would need to be taken in how they were used Andreolis work tells
us that goal formulas with asynchronous principal operators can always be de
composed immediately and in any order Indeed this is why uniform proofs
are complete for Forum This does not hold for the synchronous operators
The order in which they are decomposed and the way in which this is inter
leaved with the selection of atomic goals for backchaining may be signicant
On the theory side this would require amending the denition of uniformproof
completeness In the implementation it would require that the decomposition
of goals with synchronous principal operators be a backtrackable process
If higherorder clauses are used to dene the meaning of positive occur
rences of synchronous operators then processing those operators requires no
changes to the theory or implementation Goals with synchronous principal
operators will appear as higherorder atomic formulas and will automatically
be treated with the other atoms
Another option is to adopt a scheme proposed by Miller The most com
mon uses of synchronous operators appear to be those immediately to the left
of implications eg when  is the principal operator in the body of a clause
Simpler encodings exist for such uses For example the clause a  b  c is
equivalent to a b c 	 These encodings are well behaved with respect
to the backchain rule leading to proofs that are much closer to the equivalent
proofs in linear logic
In the rst prototype release which in several ways straddled the line be
tween a language implementation and a simple theorem prover no special
restrictions or optimizations were made Arbitrary uses of all operators were
allowed and the synchronous operators were handled by preprocessing us
ing the complete encoding It was the programmers responsibility to ensure
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that bottomheaded clauses did not end up in the intuitionistic context The
current release of the interpreter improves the situation by processing syn
chronous operators immediately to the left of an implication with the rened
translation
The next release will likely begin to place restrictions on the problematic
uses of bottomheaded clauses and the synchronous operators and handle
positive occurences of the synchronous connectives by direct righthand rules
This will improve both execution times and the readability of program traces
Bottomheaded clauses may still be allowed but may be treated specially
for example by always being selected for backchaining last regardless of their
position in a program
 An IO Model for Forum Proofs
As with linear hereditary Harrop formulas proof search in Forum even after
it has been reduced to a process of goal decomposition and backchaining is
highly nondeterministic This is due to the need to partition linear contexts
during backchaining In Forum this problem is compounded because both the
lefthand linear context and the goal context must be split
In Lolli this problem was largely eliminated by viewing the proof of each
premise as a potential resource consumer The rst premise to be attacked is
given the entire linear context as input to use as necessary When the proof of
that premise is completed any resources it did not use its output are passed
to the proof of the next premise Any resources left after the proof of the
last premise become the output of the overall subproof For example Lolli
replaces the righthand rule for  shown below on the left with the rule on the
right in which the context on the left of the n is the input linear context
and the one on the right is the output linear context
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
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This idea known as the IO proof system forms the basis of the Lolli inter
preter and has also been applied to linear logic theorem provers 	 The
rules are written in a dierent style here than was originally used This style
is taken from recent work by Cervesato Hodas and Pfenning 	

As part of our analysis of Forum we have shown that IO proofs extend
naturally to Forum in which it is necessary to distinguish input and output
contexts on the righthand side of sequents as well The key change is to
replace the backchain rule described earlier with the version in Figure 
 in
which we have displayed the premises on two lines
Notice that this rule carries an extra proviso When L is empty that is
when n   rather than require that A the true head of the clause D
being used be the entire input goal context ie that A
I
be empty it is
instead required that the part of the input goal context not accounted for by
A appear in the output goal context That is A
O
must equal A
I
 Similarly
the entire input linear context 
I
 must move directly to the output 
O

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Fig  A revised backchaining rule for Forum
Cervesato Hodas and Pfenning have recently developed renements of the
IO proof system for Lolli that signicantly improve its behavior with regards
to its treatment of goals containing  or the additive conjunction  	

While describing these renements is beyond the scope of this short paper we
have shown that they can all be extended to the proof system for Forum It is
that renement of the logic that forms the basis of the prototype interpreter
Note that the techniques described in this section apply to the implemen
tation of full Forum They do not assume that any restrictions have been
placed on the structure of programs Neither however do they inform the
treatment of those issues in any way
	 Forum Programming Paradigms
In this section we describe two short Forum programs intended to give a small
taste of the paradigms that we think will be common in Forum programs
The syntax chosen for Forum programs is a direct and compatible exten
sion of the syntax used in Lolli 	 In particular ! is  !o is  !
is  ! is

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

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
 ! is  and ! is  In addition if an identier is not ex
plicitly quantied the usual Prolog assumption applies uppercase names are
variables universally quantied at the outer level of the clause and lowercase
names are constants
 Toggling a Switch
Perhaps the canonical Lolli program is the program to toggle a switch
read N  s N
toggle G  s on  s off o G	
toggle G  s off  s on o G	
The switchs current state is stored in a state predicate s in the linear context
It can be read destructively or toggled To toggle the switch a continuation
goal G is given This is the goal to be executed after the switch has been
toggled The rst clause for toggle can be read as If we wish to perform G
in the state in which the switch has been toggled we check to see if the switch
is on and if it is assert that it is o and perform G
This same program will work in Forum but there is also an alternative
Rather than storing the state of the switch in the linear context on the left of
"
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the sequent it can be stored in the goal context In that case the program is
written
read N  s N
toggle G  s on  s off  G
toggle G  s off  s on  G
The rst clause for toggle can now be read as If we wish to perform G in the
state in which the switch has been toggled and the switch is on switch it o
and perform G More precisely If a request to toggle the switch and perform
G and information that the switch is on occur in the context at the same time
they may be simultaneously replaced by information that the switch is o and
a request to go ahead and perform G A last way of reading it is to view
goals as concurrent processes and the program as stating that a request to
perform G in the presence of the toggled switch cannot proceed until it has
synchronized with and toggled the switch
This is obviously a very simple example o modeling state change Re
searchers have already used Forum to specify the meaning of side eects in
a variety of systems and programming languages 	 With the availability
of a working interpreter those specications become executable specications
whose behavior can be easily tested
 Parallel Merge Sort
The other example we will show describes a parallel merge sort routine When
launched the program spawns a process for each element of the list it is given
Since on its own each element of the list is a sorted singleton list these
processes are called sorted
spawn nil  sorted nil
spawn HT	  sorted Hnil	  spawn T
At any point two processes holding sorted lists may synchronize merge their
lists and be replaced by a single process holding the merged list
sorted L
  sorted L  merge L
 L L  sorted L
Merging two lists is handled by an ordinary Prologlike denition
merge nil L L
merge HT	 nil HT	
merge H
T
	 HT	 IL	 
 lte H
 H  I  H
  merge T
 HT	 L 	 
 gt H
 H  I  H  merge H
T
	 T L 	
While this program describes a parallel process the current Forum inter
preter is sequential The number of successful proofs of a call to this program
corresponds to the number of interleavings of executions that are possible for
a parallel version
This program led to the discovery of an important aspect of Forum pro
gramming The program as written runs extremely poorly In particular

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execution times seem to go up exponentially with list length The reason is
that in a multipleconclusion setting when a goal atom cannot be used that
is when no subset of the current goal atom set that includes it can match
the head of any clause it is not necessarily the case that backtracking occurs
immediately Instead the system may backchain on other atoms in the goal
since this might eventually lead to a context in which the original goal atom
could be used
In this example when two processes synchronize and merge their lists if
the head of the rst list is greater than that of the second then the rst part of
the third clause for merge will necessarily fail But this will not be recognized
immediately Instead the system will attempt all other computations with
the current goal context until there is nothing more possible Only then will
this clause backtrack to its second choice This process repeats any time an
attempt to merge two nonempty lists needs to select the second case
However as mentioned earlier the predicate merge is ordinary Prolog It
cannot possibly be aected by the state of the rest of the goal context In order
to make this explicit the clause describing how two processes synchronize is
replaced with
sorted L
  sorted L   merge L
 L L  sorted L
The use of  #which refers to the linear logic modal not the extralogical cut
operator of Prolog# forces the system to prove merge in an otherwise empty
goal context and lefthand linear context In this version failures in merge
lead to immediate backtracking since there are no other goal atoms available
to be used in that subcomputation This small change leads to a dramatic
performance improvement Under the current interpreter the time to sort a
list of ve Peano numbers #since there are no builtin integers at present#
drops from eighteen minutes to a few seconds

 Related Work
Prior to this work only three languages based on linear logic had been de
veloped Part of Millers aim in developing Forum was to merge the scoping
features of Lolli which arise from the presence of implication and universal
quantication in goals with the communications and concurrency features of
Andreoli and Pareschis Linear Objects which arise from the use of
























and
the multipleconclusion setting 	 In the end however Forum as a pro
gramming language may be most closely related to Lygon Lygon began as a
single conclusion system with much in common with Lolli 	 and was later
extended to the multiple conclusion setting 	 
From a logical standpoint Lygon can be considered to be a fragment of
Forum However the language directly incorporates some uses of the syn
chronous operators This forces a choice of a dierent denition of uniform
proof completeness Harland and Pym require only that some formula in the
goal context be decomposable whereas the denition which motivated Forum
requires that any formula be decomposable In practice though they use
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Andreolis focusing proofs which are stronger than what their denition of
uniform proof completeness provides as a complete heuristic for choosing the
formula to be decomposed
But if Forum is restricted to positive uses of  and the synchronous opera
tors and the latter are handled in any of the ways proposed in Section  then
the proof search mechanism would necessarily behave in the same way Thus
when restricted to the same formula language Forum and Lygon can be seen
to use essentially the same proof strategy at least in theory In practice not
all of Lygon has been implemented In particular embedded quantication is
not included in the current version and many operators are allowed only in
a perpencoded form In addition the implementation lacks many of the
nondeterminismreducing optimizations used in the implementation of Forum
	"

 Conclusions and Future Directions
While Forum will certainly have considerable inuence in its pure form as a
specication logic it was clear from the outset that in a strippeddown form
as an extension and coalescence of both Lolli and Linear Objects it has a great
deal to oer the linearlogic programming community as well In this paper
we have pointed out those features which make the full language problematic
as a programming language and have discussed a variety of solutions to these
problems
In addition we have shown how to extend techniques which were crucial to
the development of reasonable Lolli interpreters to Forum These techniques
form the basis of a prototype interpreter for full Forum that is available for
downloading from the worldwideweb at either of the following URLs
httpwwwcshmceduhodasresearchforum
ftpftpcshmcedupubhodasForum
It is common to make an immediate association between classical linear
logic and concurrent systems However while Forum programs naturally de
scribe concurrent processes eg the parallel mergesort program the present
implementation is purely sequential with the order of selection from the goal
context determined largely by formula position We are now investigating
the possibility of building an implementation which mimics the parallelism of
described processes
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